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MODES
Priority

This was an especially fun project that included 
blurred motion and frozen motion, and shallow 
depth of field and deep depth of field.

My very best blurred motion was taken in Bannack, 
Montana. Once I figured out the correct settings and 
saw the results, it was the only thing I wanted to do. 
Lost Girl (left) was the result of the model jumping up 
after 3-4 seconds and leaving the scene during a 6 
second exposure. 

Splash, my attempt to freeze motion, was an 
elaborate set-up in my kitchen with halogen lights, 
vellums, clamps, and a ladder. I didn’t have my own 
quality lighting at the time so I improvised. I used 
colored water and a lot of duct tape! More details 
about the settings to come. 



Aqua, Tiffany blue, turquoise, teal, turquiose, and robin-egg blue are all from 
same blue/green family that makes up my favorite color. It reminds me of the 
peaceful feeling I get when I am at the ocean.  

This Color

COLOR
study

The Ol’ Dodge (left) - Lyman, Idaho. Camera: Nikon D5000. Settings: 18 mm; 
f/10; 1/80 sec; ISO 200.

Pipe Dream (below, left) - Rexburg, Idaho. Camera: Nikon D5000. Settings: 72 
mm; f/14; 1/320 sec; ISO 3200.

Keepsakes (below, center) - Lyman, Idaho. Camera: Nikon D5000. Setings: 300 
mm; f/5.6; 1/640 sec; ISO 3200. 

Graffiti Train (below, right) - Rexburg, Idaho. Camera: Nikon D5000.  Settings: 18 
mm; f/22; 1/1000 sec; ISO 2800.



Egin Lakes, Idaho
I wanted to bring the feeling of the beach and the ocean to my photos 
for this assignment, so I drove to Egin Lakes, Idaho one afternoon 
with a conch shell and a blue gass ball. Even though I have lived only 
25 minutes away for 16 years, I had never been to Egin Lakes before.
It was absolutely stunning! I found myself scrambling to take photos 
as quickly as I could; there were so many beautiful scenes – and the 
sun was setting too quickly!

Concha Sea (left) - I used the gradient tool to bring color to 
the sky. I increased the vibrance, temperature and contrast. 
Lastly I added a slight vignette. Camera: Nikon D5000. Settings: 
190mm: f/5.6; 1/500; ISO 400. Other: tripod.

Blue Glass Ball (above) - I increased the clarity and vibrance, 
and added a vignette. Camera: Nikon D5000. Settings: 220 mm; 
f/32; 0.5 sec; ISO 100. Other: tripod.

Egin Lakes Dream (above, right) - I increased the vibrance, 
temperature, then applied the adjustment brush to lighten 
the shadows in the forground and background. Camera: Nikon 
D5000. Settings: 18mm; f/8; 1/30 sec: ISO 200.

Dragonfly (left) - I increased the sharpness and vibrance, then 
I  added a vignette. Camera: Nikon D5000. Settings: 240 mm; 
f/5.6; 1/500 sec; ISO 400. Other: tripod.
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PORTRAITS

This activity was particularly challenging for me because I get so nervous 
when I do portraits. For many of the shots husband was extremely kind 
to volunteer as my lighting assistant, and some of my children and 
grandchildren were kind and patient subjects. 

I love enhancing portraits in Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop. Used 
together, there is really nothing that cannot be accomplished. 
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A photography trip anywhere is my kind of fun, and this 
excursion to Bannack with my classmates from COMM 300 
was no exception. 

Bannack, Montana is located just a few miles from Dillon, 
Montana. Bannack is a state park, and has been kept well 
preserved with artifacts and buildings, and in our case, 
beautiful fall colors!

BANNACK
Best
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